The converse, unfortunately, is not true. Other provinces have their French element: French Canadians form more than 10 per cent of the population of New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia, and Ontario. They have the merit of having survived as ethnic groups, but have not contributed notably to French-Canadian culture. True, they have produced one of the best French-Canadian writers, Gabrielle Roy, who, although at present living in the province of Quebec, was born and raised in Saint-Boniface, Manitoba, and is a living proof that the French culture of Canada is not confined within the borders of Quebec; it is a fact, nevertheless, that French Canadians in the other provinces, and Franco-Americans as well, look towards the great French province of Canada. The mother in Gabrielle Roy's Where Nests the Water Hen expresses this when she says, "Could they even have suspected, in the days when they heard about Frontenac at the Water Hen, that Edmond would one day with his own eyes see the Citadel of French resistance."
Under the title of "Culture in Quebec Today," we have chosen to speak of French culture in the province where it has developed especially, without forgetting that French-speaking people can be found throughout the length and breadth of Canada, and even in the United States; indeed the latter has produced the best critic of Canada's French literature, Louis Dantin.
It is hardly necessary to emphasize that in using the word "today" we are limiting ourselves to passing judgment on the last fifteen years ouly, but this will not prevent us from trying to find historical explanations for present-day cultural manifestations.
This subject of culture in Quebec is rarely treated with objectivity. For years, a number of French Canadians, through a subconscious feeling of belonging to a minority, have felt the need to affirm that, crushed by the material power of surrounding Anglo-Saxons, they themselves at least have triumphed in tqeir spiritual mission. Others, taking the opposite tack, often as a result of discouragement or chagrin, have held in disdain or derided all their compatriots' efforts, bestowing admiration ouly on whatever came from Paris or from Anglo-Saxon milieux. As for those outside Quebec, especially English Canadians, they have generally been oblivious of Canada's French culture or else in order to be kind when the bonne entente fever was upon them, have paid it numerous compliments that were both academic and facile. This is moreover ouly one aspect of the solitude shared by Canada's two cultures.
Tn reality, the situation of French culture in Quebec is part of the general situation of a group which is after all-and this must never be forgotten-a small minority not only in Canada but also in North America. Equality between the two races is either a juridical concept fully realized only in the province of Quebec, or else a pious wish forever doomed by demography, geography, and economics. To speak of a Canadian culture with parallel expression in French as well as in English seems in 1958 to be the substance of a dream which is to be found only in official speeches lauding the bonne entente. For the moment, we can only hope to search for factors common to the two cultures which, despite a few official demonstrations of friendship, help each other very little. French-Canadian and English-Canadian writers are cordially unaware of each other and are not reticent about affirming that they owe each other nothing at all.
The French of Quebec thus form a minority wrestling with numerous difficulties, obliging them to make efforts which have often been in themselves as glorious as their literary and artistic achievements. Such difficulties have nothing unique about them; often they have much in common with the causes of English-Canadian cultural weaknesses, and their possible removal constitutes a source of hope.
To appreciate the culture of present-day Quebec, certain criteria must be taken into account. Theoretically, the value of a work of art is independent of time and space, and a bad French-Canadian novel will continue to be bad despite the most patriotic motives for admiration. People in our part of the world, however, are rarely inclined to buy for purely artistic or literary reasons. Nevertheless, the writer lives in a geographical and social milieu which he cannot disregard. Quebec's culture has its field of action in Canada, in a country born only yesterday to a personal life among the nations, a country which only a few years ago was a colony or was considered a colony by other countries. Its writers, whether they expressed themselves in English or in French, were used to being charitably relegated to the end of the literary histories of those European nations which we call mother countries. This young land of ours, which does not yet possess all the external attributes of sovereignty, can hardly have an indigenous culture, either age-old or fullblown. In reality, it is different from the countries that gave it birth, primarily because it belongs to the New World, but also because it is still too closely related to its European ancestors not to borrow from them-in all fields but more especially in the cultural field-with the attendant danger of copying them in a servile fashion even though the context may be different. Moreover, this adolescent country, lacking a personality, is dwarfed by a giant neighbour which in the world at large enjoys the easy triumphs attendant upon a maturity both rich and flashy. But to these difficulties, which could be called Canadian since they are shared by English Canadians as well, are added other difficulties more specifically French-Canadian. Poor and relatively few as they were after the Conquest, French-speaking Canadians had to face tasks which were more urgent than the development of a culture. Public instruction was not really established until the middle of the last century, and thus it is astonishing that, as early as 1845, Fran~ois-Xavier Garneau succeeded in publishing the first volume of his His/oire du Canada, and that in 1863 Philippe Aubert de Gaspe wrote Les Anciens Canadiens, a historical novel that can still be read with pleasure even by a non-Canadian.
Later, writers began to bring out works in almost every domain, but up to the last few years they have not produced a single work of universal value. French Canada has inspired only one book which has its rightful place in world literature: Maria Chapdelaine, whose author, Louis Hernon, unhappily for the glory of French-Canadian culture, was a Frenchman on a short stay in Canada.
One of the primary reasons for the relative weakness of French culture in Quebec was not the absence of a sufficient number of authors--there were many poets, essayists, and critics--but the absence of writers with an adequate education. Of course, the universities had a few priests who were excellent humanists and professors, but these did not pursue the secular joys of imaginative literature. Bohemian journalists, and civil servants with spare time on their hands, did publish very likeable works, but French Canada lacked writers who, having had a solid education, could in some measure devote themselves more easily to creative writing.
Professors making a career out of university teaching were too few in number. It was an important achievement in the middle of the last century for a small ethnic group to create Laval University and later ' on its Montreal branch, which, in the twentieth century, was to become independent. These universities were primarily schools for practitioners which trained excellent theologians, doctors, and lawyers who, their professional duties accomplished, were able to take an interest themselves in arts and letters, but created nothing which could live after them. Thus it can be considered as a most important and encouraging· phenomenon of French-Canadian intellectual life of the last few ' yiars that in all domains there has been a considerable increase in the number of career educators who already have produced works enriching the culture of Quebec.
The absence of career men in the early teaching of law, history, and the social sciences was particularly galling when one ·considers · that . English-speaking Canadians had been more quick to remedy a similar situation in their own universities. In French Canada, the situation was such that only a few books--some of them, however, having real meritwere published by writers caught up in tasks foreign to their intellectual aspirations, and who had to compensate by heart-rending improvisation or brilliant intuition for their lack of specialized training. French Canada has produced great lawyers and wise judges, who have carried their brilliance right up to the Supreme Court and the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, but despite a few unimportant exceptions, these jurists have had neither the wish nor the time to write books, to set forth theories, to construct hypotheses, to further the progress of law rather than interpret it. It is symptomatic that French Canadians, who have so often utilized constitutional law in political struggles, have rarely written on the subject.
In history, whereas the Toronto group had already begun to develop by the end of the nineteenth century, the two principal French-Canadian historians, Sir Thomas Chapais and Canon Lionel Groulx, took up their studies late in life and without any specialized preparation. Even today, the Departments of History at Laval and the University of Montreal are unfortunately not in a position to conduct research, especially on the vital period of the early Confederation era, which can compare with the studies pursued in the majority of English-Canadian universities.
Lastly, sociology, political science, and geography, which contribute as much to cultural life as does creative literature, have long been neglected because there were no scholars who were prepared to devote themselves whole-heartedly and methodically to the study of these important disciplines. In the last few years, both in Montreal and in Quebec, there has been an attempt to make up for lost time, but it is sufficiently revealing that in the final pages of their 1956 R eport the members of Quebec's Royal Commission of Inquiry on Constitutional Problems wrote:
We particularly recommend to it [the Provincial Government] that it should encourage, to the fullest possible extent, organization of research in the universities and higher educational centres. This should be done in all branches of knowledge, but particularly in constitutional law, in geography, demography, .eco.Q.omy, sociology. pedagogy, psychology, human relations, and, in general, iil'the sciences of Man.
Only then will cease a situation which was deplored in 1934 by Cardinal Villeneuve in a series of questions which he could aflord to ask frankly without being accused of denigrating his compatriots as might a young lad at college or an embittered misfit :
Where is the really personal work that we can offer in competition with the productions of European science, or more particularly in our case, of French thought? Where are our scholars, from whose pronouncements there issue long trails of light? Where are our authors who will have a claim on the attention of posterity? Where are our true masters, in short, the men whose main function is to think? There are a few in each of the university faculties; but if they are counted on the fingers of one hand, there will be fingers to spare. l French Canada has also suffered from the absence of lay teachers in secondary education; it was long controlled by a devoted clergy which had the merits and privileges of pioneers, but which did not feel that its special mission was to further the cause of humane letters, and which, because of its calling, obviously spent more time in proselytizing than in the study of secular literature. As for the primary-school teachers, who were somewhat looked down on by those from the universities and the secondary schools, they formed a unit of their own. They were not always particularly well trained, and often remained strangers to intellectual movements. But even here, the situation is rapidly improving. Barriers are being removed between elementary schools, high schools, and universities. Lay teachers trained by the universities are gradually penetrating further into secondary education, which is itself no longer the particular province of those private institutions known as "colleges classiques," but is already in part administered by the public school system. Thus there is being trained an intellectual elite which, along with the career professors in the universities, constitutes a cultural milieu necessary to the production, in quality and quantity, of works of the mind.
On the other hand, university milieux in French Canada have produced few creative writers. Whereas the English Canadians Hugh MacLennan, Edward A. McCourt, W. S. Hardy, and Earle Birney have taught literature besides writing novels and even poetry, Gabrielle Roy, Roger Lemelin, Andre Langevin, Andre Giroux, Jean-Jules Richard, Robert Elie, and Anne Hebert, seem to have nothing in common with university milieux, which, at the very most, can lay claim to having only Clement Lockquell and Felix-Antoine Savard. We have almost come to believe that traditional education sterilizes native talent, and that to become a good writer one almost has to be self-educated. It is to be desired, on the contrary, that novelists and poets be trained in the disciplines taught at the university so as to avoid wasteful improvisation, or better, that university men come down from their ivory towers and be able, with all their M.A.'s and Ph.D's, to make contact with reality and take inspiration from it in the writing of works which their literary training will help them to perfect.
But whether self-taught or a university graduate, a French-Canadian writer remains a prey to numerous difficulties which turn him away from producing works of art. Of French origin, he is lost in an Anglo-Saxon world. If necessary, he could be content to write for pleasure or to find release, but in general a novelist or poet needs to feel the sympathy and comprehension of his public. Vanity, the search after fame, even works commissioned by patrons, can be powerful causes in the development of culture. But a French-Canadian author, when he writes only for his compatriots, is aiming at a small market of readers who are already oriented towards books coming from France, and also, for the greater number, towards English literature, whether its origin is English, American, or Canadian. Moreover, from the commercial as well as the literary angie, it is as hard for a French-Canadian book to succeed in Paris as for a novel or essay of English-Canadian origin to become popular in London or New York. Even at that, obstacles arising out of rivalries among publishers are easier to surmount than those inherent in different levels of intellectual maturity, since there already exist arrangements whereby books from French Canada are also published in France, and the scheme can be improved, especially if worthwhile books are involved.
But the literature of French Canada can with difficulty maintain intimate relations with that of France. Of course, there are eternal themes which can inspire masterpieces independent of time and space, but in general they are subject to the whirligig of literary taste and to a profound evolution determined by history in all its forms. French Canada is no longer in tune with its former mother country France. Wars, revolutions, laws have widened the gulf separating the two cultures. Academic lecturers are obviously exaggerating when they profess to discover in Canada the France of Louis XIV; it is nevertheless certain that a Frenchman may be left cold by a host of dramas which evoke interest or even arouse passionate enthusiasm in a French Canadian. It is not impossible to write a French-Canadian novel of universal appeal, but it is difficull to integrate it with current French literary production. The FrenchCanadian writer is thus faced with a cruel dilemma espeCially well known to those who have come back to their country after having lived in French intellectual milieux: whether to carry on according to the rhythm' of contemporary French literature and thus to withdraw from theiJ country's life and culture, or to write typically French-Canadian novel! which would remain outside the main stream of literature written ir French. The true writers are those who have succeeded in conquering this dichotomy and in producing works that have universal appeal while owing their inspiration to French Canada. This inspiration is very fecund. The French-Canadian writer lives, in fact, in a unique laboratory. To begin with, he is situated at the crossroads of several civilizations, and given a modicum of curiosity he can gather the best that French and English literatures have to offer. For social and historical reasons whose very analysis constitutes a rich reward, French-speaking Canadians, especially those of Quebec, have in the last few years been living through a prodigious adventure. They who had been shut off for years from outside contacts have now been thrust into a rapid industrialization and urbanization which have transformed them and have put their traditional qualities to the test. All this has created innumerable conflicts out of which can come novels and an entire poetic movement, and which can be the source-material of unique historical, sociological, and political studies.
The French-Canadian writer has thus at his command a rich source of inspiration of which in all probability he is not sufficiently aware, or which a certain sense of personal modesty prevents him from utilizing. Desiring to imitate other literatures and especially that of France, he searches for great themes and fails to see the richness of the daily life which surrounds him. Or perhaps he does not possess the capacity for exteriorization which is necessary to the creation of a work of art. He feels unable to sublimate his personal, family, or national dramas. He does not have to cope with official censorship; he enjoys a large measure of freedom of speech; but living as he does in a society restricted in size he feels the full pressure of a social censorship that can easily sterilize him.
This seems particularly true in the religious domain, which should normally be able to furnish French-Canadian literature with works of universal importance. How many French Canadians have found in the novels and personal reminiscences of Fran90is Mauriac the atmosphere of family and school which could have been evoked by one of their own compatriots! How many French Canadians have strayed from the religion of their youth and have been content with tedious anti-clericalism when they might have written a work such as Joyce's Portrait of the Artist as a Y Dung Man!2
Sterile complaints against culture in French Canada have been heard for a long time; often the imaginary difficulties placed in the way of achieving works of art were nothing but excuses for laziness. Moreover, we dream too often of masterpieces without realizing that a literature is composed of numerous works of average worth above which there emerge, from time to time, books of exceptional value.
However, though it is all very well to write, it is quite another thing to see one's book in print. There are three kinds of writers: the mediocre ones, as numerous in French as in English Canada, who should not have been able to find a publisher; the fair-ta-middling writers, those who constitute the true wealth of a literature since their large numbers create an environment favourable to the emergence of great authors-and who have the greatest difficulty in publishing their works; lastly, the writers of great talent who are successful no matter what odds they have to face. Good French-Canadian writers such as Gabrielle Roy, Roger Lemelin, Germaine Guevremont, and Andre Langevin-to name only four of the best novelists-have not had much difficulty, and for them the market has been favourable. To begin with, they have been read in French Canada in the same proportion as good writers anywhere. Their books have sold in France in substantial numbers, and have been translated into English as well. Their writing has perhaps not endowed them with a fortune, but as always with writers everywhere, they have had other occupations which have enabled them to live comfortably. Moreover, with the advent of radio and television these other occupations have become intimately connected with the literary work.
Culture does not find its expression solely through the printed page, as we have tended to believe in the past five centuries. For a long time, it was largely oral, and thus found a wonderful field of expression in the theatre, at a time when many people could not read or owned no books, but made excellent spectators. Thus it can be affirmed that one of the great weaknesses of French-Canadian culture in the past has been the absence of a theatre of real merit, a weakness it shares, moreover, with English-Canadian culture.
In the past twenty years, however, a veritable renaissance has taken place in dramatic interpretation and even creation. Radio and television have created circumstances in which actors as well as writers can make a living while practising and perfecting their art. Radio in twenty years, and television in five, have in their way done more for the development of a culture than many years of purely literary production. Whereas, formerly, the works of Canadian writers were aimed at small groups in large cities and a few cultured people in the country, nowadays even in the outlying parts of Quebec radio and television audiences without restriction can enjoy the artistic creations of their compatriots.
Obviously, the quality of the programmes coming over the air is not always of the highest, but it is a fact that writers such as Roger Lemelin, GermaiDe Guevremont, Andre Giroux, and Robert Choquette have achieved results of high artistic value in observing and giving expression to the reactions of their fellow Canadians. Moreover, certain television dramas written by French Canadians have been on a par with the best films and have thus created an ephemeral film industry which, owing to economic rather than artistic reasons, Quebec could not really afford. Roger Lemelin has even succeeded in composing, in Les Plouffe, a television series that both French and English Canadians can enjoy.
Despite the fact that radio and television both help to form an oral culture comparable to that which formerly existed, it is none the less true that the product is short-lived, and authors are obliged to try to please the average audience instead of people of good taste. Of course, there is not necessarily any incompatibility between mass preferences and a work of art, but a writer who wishes to reach as broad an audience as possible is tempted to put aside the controversial subjects, which are often the most fruitful. It must be admitted nevertheless that the creative activity which radio and television have fostered will help to train professional writers who will find an opportunity, in their spare time and perhaps in later life, to write the durable books that a French-Canadian culture must have. Already, television has contributed to the creation of a Canadian drama in French which . will be played and, what is more, published.
Culture in Quebec is also expressed through the fine arts, which could be the subject for yet another article. In general, this expression is more impersonal than in literature. Works of fine art cross linguistic and other barriers more easily, and consequently it may be said that in this field there is less of a dual-culture problem than in literature. Outside Canada, French-Canadian painters are as well known as their English counterparts, and their activities and their success loom as large in the pages of Canadian Art.
In music, French Canada has furnished up to now more executants than creators, but in this domain-as in drama-radio and television are now offering an outlet which should be propitious to the creation of original works.
In the over-all picture that we have tried to give of the state of culture in contemporary Quebec, we have largely avoided mentioning names and titles, since the Quarterly's "Letters in Canada" has for many years been publishing an annual survey of French-Canadian literature. We have felt that it would be more useful to stress general characteristics, which are not always brought out in separate book criticisms. Our study may appear severe and pessimistic, but by touching particularly on the source of certain weaknesses which seem destined to disappear, we have at the same time shown some reasons for hope. Naturally, if we compare the culture of French Canada to that of many another country, we find that works of world significance seem rather rare. But it is already astonishing and admirable that a small ethnic group, divorced in time and space from France, the natural source of its intellectual life, and surrounded by Anglo-Saxon culture, should have succeeded in producing works at all, since it possessed little in the way of an tUite, and that more political and religious than purely intellectual. Nevertheless our university milieux seem at present best able to produce an intellectual elite; this, however, as elsewhere in the world, may become further and further removed from the populace, which is increasingly influenced by what is least good in American culture. As Professor J .-C. Falardeau of Laval wrote, in 1953,
The number of those who consciously resist the Americanization of language and thought is constantly increasing: they can be found in university and secondary-school teaching, in the fine arts and letters, on the radio, in journalism. They constitute an advance guard that is more and more lucid and resolved to purify our culture by a more intense osmosis with the civilization of France. But it seems that as this advance guard grows in wisdom and numbers, the distance increases between it and the mass of the population, as though a large pair of shears were at work. S The intensive development of a popular culture which will express itself in all the forms of art, and a perspicacious return to an abundant folklore, may still be capable of slowing down this unbappy dichotomy.
Proponents of French-Canadian culture must remember above all that they are French. Obviously their characters can use words of Canadian origin-a French writer does not disdain to use certain provincialisms-but the natural language to use is French, French as it is spoken throughout the world by cultured people.
A French-Canadian language would be a monstrous thing which could only diminish the linguistic field in which writers can recruit readers. Obviously, the fact of writing in French immerses the writer in a great literature in which he runs the risk of foundering, just as the EnglishCanadian writer is under the spell of the literature of England, but it is to be hoped that one day French-Canadian literature will detach itself from that of the mother country just as American literature has loosed some of its English moorings.
Let us hope then that with the years a Canadian literature written in French will forge closer bonds-at least at the summit-with a Canadian culture whose language is English. They can never merge completely, of course, for apart from laoguage too many essential differences keep them apart. They can at least become acquainted, help each other, or commiserate together over mutual difficulties. though it is quite popUlar in French Canada, no longer holds any interest for Frenchmen. According to him, they are attracted to quite different problems of the flesh. As for books of genUine religious inspiration, M. Tisseyre has found nothing of value that could be called literature. "Great religious works must be based on a peculiarly vivid authenticity of inspiration, and find a means of expression usually associated with mystics or converts." "Sometimes," he continued, "1 receive manuscripts which have a certain dash but no staying power, and sound like an elementary catechism lesson."
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